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Abstract—Sensory substitution refers to the concept of feeding information to the brain via an atypical sensory
pathway. We here examined the degree to which participants (deaf and hard of hearing) can learn to identify
sounds that are algorithmically translated into spatiotemporal patterns of vibration on the skin of the wrist. In
a three-alternative forced choice task, participants could determine the identity of up to 95% and on average
70% of the stimuli simply by the spatial pattern of vibrations on the skin. Performance improved significantly over
the course of 1 month. Younger participants tended to score better, possibly because of higher brain plasticity,
more sensitive skin, or better skills at playing digital games. Similar results were obtained with pattern discrim-
ination, in which a pattern representing the sound of one word was presented to the skin, followed by that of a
second word. Participants answered whether the word was the same or different. With minimal difference pairs
(distinguished by only one phoneme, such as ‘‘house” and ‘‘mouse”), the best performance was 83% (average
of 62%), while with non-minimal pairs (such as ‘‘house” and ‘‘zip”) the best performance was 100% (average of
70%). Collectively, these results demonstrate that participants are capable of using the channel of the skin to
interpret auditory stimuli, opening the way for low-cost, wearable sensory substitution for the deaf and hard of
hearing communities. � 2021 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION

Sensory substitution, the method of passing sensory

information through a different sensory pathway, has

been documented for decades (Eagleman, 2020). Typi-

cally, this involves translating visual information from a

video feed into touch on the skin (Bach-y-Rita et al.,

1969), into touch on the tongue (Danilov and Tyler,

2005; Grant et al., 2016), or into a soundscape (Amedi

et al., 2007; Auvray et al., 2007; Ward and Meijer, 2010;

Striem-Amit et al., 2012). With such approaches, blind

users can learn to identify visual objects and scenes.

Sensory substitution devices have also been created

and tested for different modalities, including balance-to-

touch to mitigate balance disorders (Tyler et al., 2003)

and touch-to-touch to give somatosensation to someone

with nerve damage (e.g. from leprosy; Bach-y-Rita,

1999) or who uses a prosthetic limb (Riso, 1999).

Sound-to-touch sensory substitution devices have

also been developed to aid people with hearing loss and

deafness (Weisenberger and Miller, 1987; Weisenberger

et al., 1987, 1991; Bernstein et al., 1989;

Bernsteinet al., 1991; Weisenberger and Russell, 1989;
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Eberhardt et al., 1990; Weisenberger and Kozma-

Spytek, 1991; Weisenberger and Percy, 1995; Auer

et al., 1998; Reed and Delhorne, 2003; Fletcher et al.,

2019); however, previous versions have been limited by

size and computational speed.

Such devices can help people with sensory

impairments by letting them access the sensory

information they are otherwise unable to. Although

sensory substitution has been experimentally fruitful, it

has suffered from lack of practicality due to size,

expense, or inconvenience of wearing (Bach-y-Rita,

1983; Maidenbaum et al., 2014).

In that light, we have developed a practical,

convenient device for sensory substitution: a wristband

consisting of four vibratory motors, a microphone to

capture sound, and a sophisticated processing system

to convert audio in real time to spatiotemporal patterns

of vibration; more in Methods below and in Novich and

Eagleman (2015). With this approach, participants with

deafness or hearing loss can learn to identify sound cate-

gories through the vibrations alone.

We here test the efficacy of this device as a sound-to-

touch sensory substitution device. We set out to quantify

whether such a device, worn on the wrist, and containing

just four motors, would be able to convey enough

information to a user that they could learn to
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differentiate similar patterns of vibration and identify

sound categories from the vibrations.

Knowing that improved performance with a sensory

substitution device presumably relies on neuroplastic

changes (Rauschecker, 1995; Bach-y-Rita and Kercel,

2003; Bach-Y-Rita, 2004; Bubi et al., 2010; Proulx et al.,

2014; Eagleman, 2020) and presuming that real-world

use of the device should be useful here, we tested deaf

and hard of hearing participants over the course of a

month and had them take home the wristband during this

time, allowing them to use it however they wished in their

daily life.

We here analyze the performance of our participants,

assessing whether users can identify sounds and

differentiate similar patterns of vibration.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Participants

We tested 18 participants (eight male) ranging in age from

23 to 84 (median = 59). No participant had any prior

experience with the wristband. All participants had

severe or profound hearing loss. Three additional

participants dropped out before the end of the study;

their data is not included in this analysis. Demographic

data of the 18 participants is in Table 1.

Wristband
Device. The Neosensory Buzz wristband consists of

four vibratory motors built into the strap of the wristband
Table 1. Demographic data. Hearing loss age indicates the age in years at whic

deaf or with hearing loss). Lip reading self-rating indicates the level of proficienc

7 being ‘‘extremely good”. ASL usage indicates the amount the participant re

colleagues, where 1 is ‘‘none at all” and 5 is ‘‘a great deal”. Tech indicates if the

neither (None). Hearing loss values are decibels of hearing loss at six pure tone

cochlear implants or hearing aids. Note that 90 dB of hearing loss is the most am

hearing loss

Age Hearing

loss age

Lip reading

self-rating

ASL

usage

Tech Hearing lo

250 Hz

L R

B1 23 4 4 5 None 90 90

B2 32 12 6 5 None 90 90

B3 35 3 5 1 HA 90 53

B4 39 0 7 5 None 90 90

B5 42 0 5 5 HA 90 90

B6 53 14 5 1 HA 27 18

B7 54 45 5 2 HA 14 10

B8 56 32 6 1 None 90 90

B9 58 6 7 2 HA 90 90

B10 59 40 6 1 HA 90 90

B11 59 5 1 3 CI 90 90

B12 59 0 6 5 None 90 90

B13 62 4 7 5 HA 90 90

B14 62 57 5 1 None 12 4

B15 66 3 1 4 None 90 90

B16 69 24 6 2 HA 90 90

B17 80 17 7 3 CI 90 90

B18 84 75 4 1 HA 22 22
(Fig. 1A). The motors are linear resonant actuators

(LRAs), vibrating at 175 Hz in a sine wave (confirmed

by measuring the fundamental and harmonic

frequencies at a variety of vibration intensities), capable

of rising from 0 to 50% of their amplitude within 30 ms.

We set a minimum intensity to avoid low voltages which

might result in an inconsistent vibration. The motor

amplitude can be controlled with an eight bit resolution,

meaning the motors can be controlled at 256 different

amplitudes. At the highest amplitude, each motor

vibrates at 1.7 GRMS (16.6 m/s2). The motors are

separated from one another at a distance of 18.2 mm

and 19.2 mm for the small and large wristband sizes,

respectively (center-to-center distances). Each motor

pad contacts the wearer’s skin on a rectangular area

that measures 8.2 mm by 8.5 mm.

The top of the wristband is a module that contains the

power button, user setting buttons, a microphone, and a

microcontroller. The microphone captures audio in

16 ms chunks and sends each 16 ms chunk of audio to

the microcontroller. The microcontroller processes the

audio data through Neosensory’s sound-to-touch

algorithm and vibrates the motors according to the

output of the algorithm.

Similar approaches of translating sound information

into vibrations have been researched previously. For

instance, Fletcher et al. (2019) found that vibration signals

can increase speech recognition when used in conjunc-

tion with cochlear implants. While Fletcher et al. repre-

sented sound frequencies via changing vibration

frequencies of their vibrating motors (from 50 to
h the participant started to lose hearing (or 0 if the participant was born

y in reading lips the participant reports, with 1 being ‘‘extremely bad” and

ports using American Sign Language (ASL) with friends, family, and

participant currently uses hearing aids (HA), cochlear implants (CI), or

s in the left and the right ears. Hearing loss values are measured without

ount of hearing loss the test can detect and indicates 90 dB or more of

ss (dB)

500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz 8000 Hz

L R L R L R L R L R

90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

90 60 90 59 90 52 90 60 90 90

90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

34 36 41 39 63 37 90 34 90 90

21 20 33 42 63 57 48 42 35 33

90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

90 40 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

17 14 24 24 45 38 47 41 29 18

90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

90 90 90 71 90 90 90 90 90 90

90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

38 18 46 30 48 38 90 90 90 90



Fig. 1. The Neosensory Buzz. (A) A wristband with four vibratory motors built into the strap. (B) The sound captured by the Neosensory Buzz is

played out through vibrating motors. A haptic illusion is used such that the four motors are able to represent a continuous frequency space. The

haptic illusion is such that, when two adjacent motors are turned on, an illusory point between the two motors is felt. The perceived location of the

vibration represents sound between 300 and 7500 Hz. The frequency space is scaled logarithmically.
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230 Hz), the motors used in this present study vibrate at a

constant frequency while we represent frequency infor-

mation from the audio across the physical space on the

wrist. Our motors vibrate only at 175 Hz, which is the

vibration frequency to which skin has the lowest threshold

(i.e. highest sensitivity; Verrillo, 1980).

Algorithm. The algorithm is frequency-based, using a

discrete Fourier transform to analyze the amplitudes of

different frequencies present in the sound in bins from

300 to 7500 Hz (Fig. 1B). Updated frequency amplitudes

are calculated every 16 ms – a duration that is short

enough to capture quick temporal differences in

environmental sounds but long enough to allow the

motors to reach their target vibration amplitude before

the next frame. After calculating the frequency

amplitudes, the algorithm chooses which frequency, if

any, should be represented on the wristband (no more

than one frequency is represented for any given 16 ms

frame). The algorithm chooses the frequency with the

greatest amplitude, so long as it is above its own

running mean. That is, if a frequency bin contains the

greatest amplitude in a given frame but has an

amplitude less than that of its running mean, the next

loudest frequency bin will be chosen by the algorithm

instead. The running mean for any bin is calculated

using exponential smoothing with a smoothing factor of

0.03, such that the running mean reaches �63% of a

new value in 33 frames (or 1.056 s). This results in the

wristband not representing constant, loud hums, such

as an AC unit. A frequency bin must also have an

amplitude of at least 20 dB SPL.

The amplitude of the vibration is related to the

amplitude of the chosen frequency bin. A minimum

amplitude vibration corresponds to a frequency bin
amplitude just above that frequency bin’s running mean.

A maximum vibration amplitude corresponds to the

algorithm’s current dynamic ceiling, which is a changing

value based on the amplitude of recent sounds in any

frequency bin. When a loud sound happens, the

dynamic ceiling jumps up to the level of that loud sound

and then gradually falls (if the sound is no longer as

loud). By means of this dynamic ceiling, quiet sounds in

a quiet environment can be felt with significant

amplitude but the same quiet sounds in a loud

environment will register as weak. This is comparable to

dynamic range compression.

Any vibration amplitude between the minimum and

maximum values is scaled on an exponential curve.

This is to account for Weber’s Law (Geldard, 1957), which

dictates that two high-amplitude stimuli require a greater

difference in amplitude than two low-amplitude stimuli

for a participant to recognize a difference.

The algorithm then translates this frequency and

amplitude into a motor output by mapping frequency

onto one of 256 different spatial locations, accomplished

by leveraging a well-known haptic illusion (Alles, 1970;

Rahal et al., 2009; Luzhnica et al., 2017). Specifically,

an illusory location is a point on the wrist that is felt by

the wearer of the wristband even when a motor is not

located directly at that point. We stimulate these illusion

locations by turning on two motors, one on either side of

the illusion location, at specific amplitudes such that the

wearer feels as if a single point somewhere between the

two motors is vibrating.

The range of frequencies is represented on the

wristband in logarithmic space (see Fig. 1B). This gives

more spatial resolution among the lower frequencies

compared to the higher frequencies. This mapping was

chosen because humans perceive frequencies on a
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logarithmic scale, such that a 200 Hz tone, a 400 Hz tone,

an 800 Hz tone, and a 1600 Hz tone are perceived to be

evenly spaced.

The algorithm is designed in this way with the aim of

representing environmental sounds such that very

different sounds feel very different and very similar

sounds feel very similar.

Tests
Sessions. Each participant came into our laboratory

three times: on day 0 (the day they first received their

wristband), day 14, and day 28. During each session

participants completed three tasks, in the following

order: Minimum Threshold task, Pattern Discrimination

task, and Sound Identification task. Participants were

instructed to wear the wristband at a snug but

comfortable tightness so that all motor pads contacted

the skin. Once over the course of the study, participants

also completed a demographic questionnaire and a

hearing test. Between sessions, participants took the

wristband home and were instructed to wear the

wristband as often as they liked, as long as they wore it

for at least four hours each day.

Note that no control condition is included in this study

due to the impossibility of a placebo-effect.

Demographics. Participants completed a

questionnaire about their sex, age, and hearing loss

profile (e.g., when did you lose your hearing, how much

of the time do you use ASL to communicate with friends

and family).

Audiogram. We measured participants’ hearing loss

using the Mimi hearing test (apps.apple.com) and

Beyerdynamic Aventho wired on-ear headphones. Data

for each participant is in Table 1.

Sound identification. Participants performed a task to

determine if they could identify sounds based on the
Fig. 2. Sound identification task. Sound files were algorithmically translate

illusory position in between their locations is perceived. Five examples of 70
patterns of vibrations on their wrist. In each trial, the

wristband presented a pattern of vibrations that lasted

between 1.6 and 7.2 s (see Supplementary Materials

Table S1 for a list of all files and their durations). No

audible sound was played to cause the vibrations;

instead, the appropriate vibration pattern was

constructed from audio recordings prior to the task and

was transmitted to the wristband via Bluetooth. Then the

participant chose from a list of three options (e.g., dog
bark, siren, running water) the one they believed

corresponded with the pattern. This list was visible to

the participant as soon as they started to feel the

vibrations. Once the participant answered, they were

shown which answer was correct.

The patterns of vibration (motor activations) were

created by passing audio recordings of different sounds

through the sound-to-touch algorithm (Fig. 2). Sounds

were chosen from a list of 14 sound categories: baby

crying, car horn, car passing, clapping, clock alarm,

coughing, dog bark, door knock, laughing, ringtone,

running water, siren, smoke alarm, and speech. Each of

the 14 sound categories had five sound recordings

associated with it for a total of 70 audio recordings,

each of which was translated into vibrational patterns. In

each trial, one of the five patterns for the target sound

category was chosen, such that the participant would

not reencounter the exact same vibration pattern but

instead was presented with similar but different vibration

patterns for a given sound category.

Participants completed 56 trials of the Sound

Identification task in each of the three sessions. The 14

sounds were evenly distributed across trials, such that

each sound was the correct answer in exactly four trials

each session. The two incorrect answers were selected

at random from the remaining 13 sounds.
Pattern discrimination

Participants performed a task to determine whether they

could distinguish different patterns of vibration on their
d into patterns of motor activation. When two motors are active, an

stimuli are shown.
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wrist. In each trial, the participant was presented with two

vibration patterns of �1 s, with 300–600 ms of silence

between vibration patterns. The participant then

answered whether the two vibration patterns were

identical or different. Feedback told the participant

whether their answer was correct or incorrect.

The vibration patterns were created by passing audio

recordings of spoken words through the sound-to-touch

algorithm offline and capturing the motor outputs

associated with each word’s audio recording (Fig. 3).

For half of the trials, the two vibration patterns were

identical (i.e. created from the same audio recording of

a single word). For the other half, the two vibration

patterns were created from audio recordings of two

different words. Of these trials, half were ‘‘minimal pairs”

and half were ‘‘non-minimal pairs”. In a ‘‘minimal pair”

trial, the two words used to create the vibration patterns

differed from each other by only one phoneme (e.g.,

bees/cheese, rip/zip, bad/bed). For each minimal pair

trial, one of 262 minimal pairs was randomly chosen. In

non-minimal pair trials, the two words used to create the

vibration patterns were chosen randomly from the 524

words that made up the 262 minimal pairs (e.g. bees/zip

or rip/bed). See Supplementary Materials Tables S2 and

S3 for a list of the words, the duration of each audio file

for each word, and the list of minimal pairs of words.

It should be noted that, while words were used to

create vibration patterns that are similar to one another,

this task does not aim to test a participant’s ability to

understand speech. Instead, the task aims to determine

a participant’s ability to discriminate between two similar

but different patterns. By using minimal and non-minimal

pairs of words, we can straightforwardly test two levels

of difficulty of pattern discrimination. However, it is

important to note that the participants were not aware

that the patterns they were feeling were words, as the

patterns were delivered silently via Bluetooth. In other

words, the participants knew nothing about the patterns

they were discriminating, and this is because we were

not testing whether this algorithm allowed participants to

identify speech. Rather, we were simply quantifying the
Fig. 3. Pattern discrimination task. Spoken words are converted to sequence

are shown.
degree to which patterns could be discriminated,

regardless of their origin.

Participants completed 60 trials of the Pattern

Discrimination task in each of the three sessions.
Minimum threshold

Participants performed a task which determined the

lowest detectable amplitude of vibration on their skin. In

this task, participants felt pulses of vibrations at a single

location on their wrist. The pulses were each 32 ms long

and separated by 300 ms. The participant was

instructed to press and hold a button as soon as s/he

could feel any vibration, and to let go of the button as

soon as the pulsing vibrations became too weak to feel.

When the button was pressed, the vibrations became

less intense; when the button was not pressed, the

vibrations became more intense. Fig. 4 shows how the

vibration amplitudes change as a participant indicates s/

he can or cannot feel the vibrations. Each time the

participant pressed or released the button, the amount

of change between each amplitude decreased, giving

the opportunity to more precisely indicate when

vibrations were being felt. Once the participant pressed

and released the button six times, the trial ended.

The minimum threshold for a given trial was calculated

as the average of the amplitudes at which the participant

pressed and released the button. These averages

exclude the first three presses and releases and only

include the last three presses and releases (as indicated

by the red pluses in Fig. 4), since the rate of change of

the amplitudes is lowest during the end of the trial and

thus this reduces the error introduced by a participant

being slow to react to their sensation.

We quantified the minimum threshold for five locations

on each participant. Three of the locations were individual

motors on the wristband while the other two were ‘‘illusion

locations”, created by vibrating two motors simultaneously

(see Algorithm section above). A participant’s final

minimum threshold was calculated as the average of

their minimum threshold at all five locations.
s of motor activations on the wristband. Three examples of 524 stimuli



Fig. 4. Testing for minimum threshold – representative example. When presented with a train of pulsing vibrations, participants pressed and held a

button when the vibrations were strong enough to feel and released the button when the vibrations were too weak to feel. The vibrations became

weaker after the button was pressed and stronger when it was released. The rate of change of the vibration amplitude decreased throughout the

trial. The six red crosses indicate the values averaged to determine a participant’s minimum threshold for a single trial. (For interpretation of the

references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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The minimum threshold amplitudes are measured in

root-mean-square acceleration (GRMS). At its maximum

amplitude, the wristband vibrates at 1.7 GRMS.
Institutional review board

The study protocol was approved by Solutions IRB, an

independent institutional review board accredited by the

Association for the Accreditation of Human Research

Protection Programs, Inc. All subjects gave written

informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of

Helsinki.
Fig. 5. Sound identification performance. (A) Participants scored significantl

Tukey’s original configuration (McGill et al., 1978) with outliers defined as fall

Participants who are older scored lower than their younger counterparts (p=

shows a 95% confidence interval for the linear regression.
RESULTS

Sound identification

Remarkably, in their first session, 11 out of 18 of the

participants were able to identify more than 62% of

sounds simply by feeling these sounds as vibration

patterns. The highest score a participant received in any

of the three sessions was 94.6% (chance performance

was 33.3%) (Fig. 5A).

Over the course of one month there was a significant

improvement. We fit a logistic mixed model (estimated

using ML and Nelder-Mead optimizer) to predict

participant performance on a given trial with the
y higher on day 28 than they did on day 0 (p< 0.001). Box plots use

ing more than 1.5 times the interquartile range outside of the box. (B)
0.028). Performance averaged over the three sessions. Shaded area
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participant’s current session and age

(formula = user_correct � session + age). The model

included the participant’s ID as a random effect

(formula = �1 | user_id). Standardized parameters were

obtained by fitting the model on a standardized version

of the dataset. Within this model, the session number

correlates positively with performance (beta = 0.24,

SE = 0.05, std. beta = 0.19, p< 0.001) and the effect

of age correlates negatively (beta = �0.02,

SE = 8.49e�03, std. beta = �0.28, p< 0.05).

We also fit a logistic mixed model to predict participant

performance on a given trial with the participant’s age at

hearing loss onset. However, no significant effect was

found.
Pattern discrimination

We found participants were able to discriminate between

similar vibrational patterns played through the wristband,

with one participant scoring an average of 87.8% on

non-minimal pair trials (Fig. 6A). Being a two-alternative

forced choice task, participants would be expected to

score at 50% if they could not discriminate between

patterns (i.e. chance). Participants performed

significantly above chance for both the minimal and non-

minimal pairs conditions (one-tailed, single-sample

Student’s t-test: non-minimal pairs t(17) = 8.61,

p< 0.001; minimal-pairs t(17) = 6.69, p< 0.001).

Participants scored significantly higher on non-minimal

pair trials than they did on minimal-pair trials (t(17)
= 3.78, p< 0.001). We did not measure a statistically

significant improvement in score from the first session to

the third; we therefore averaged the data over the three

sessions (Day 0, 14, 28). Further studies will determine

whether a longer term of use improves discrimination.
Fig. 6. Pattern discrimination performance. (A) Participants scored signifi

(p< 0.001). (B) Participants who are older tended to score lower than their
Because two different vibration patterns can differ in

length within a single trial (the mean duration difference

over all trials was 94 ms), we investigated participants’

scores on ‘‘Different” trials where there was a 0 ms

difference between the lengths of the two patterns. Of

the 235 trials with a 0 ms duration difference, 131 trials

were answered correctly. A one-tailed binomial test

shows the probability of correctly answering a trial with

no difference in duration is significantly greater than

chance (x= 131, n= 235, p= 0.0448).

We also investigated the relationship between age

and performance on the pattern discrimination task. We

did not find a correlation of significance at the alpha

value of 0.05 (r(16) = �0.31, p= 0.075; Fig. 6B);

however, the data generally suggest that participants

who are older are more likely to score lower.
Minimum threshold

When taking the average minimum threshold score over

the three sessions, we did not find a significant

correlation between minimum threshold and age (r(16)
= 0.29, p= 0.122; one-tailed; Fig. 7). We also did not

find a significant correlation between minimum threshold

and performance on sound identification (r(16) = �0.31,

p= 0.11; one-tailed) or pattern discrimination (r(16)
= �0.43, p= 0.04; one-tailed).
DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to investigate a pragmatic

sound-to-touch sensory substitution device. Our results

show that deaf and hard of hearing participants are able

to identify sound categories by feeling vibrations on their

wrists, and in some cases can score nearly perfectly in

a three-alternative forced choice task of sound
cantly higher on non-minimal pairs than they did on minimal pairs

younger counterparts (non-significant, p= 0.075).



Fig. 7. Minimum threshold. Participants who are older tended to have

a higher minimum threshold amplitude than their younger counter-

parts (non-significant, p= 0.122).
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identification. Moreover, participants performed above

chance on their first day, even before any experience

wearing the wristband around sounds in their everyday

lives. Performance then increased significantly over time.

Note that, while some participants were born deaf and

would never have heard some of the signal sounds, they

nevertheless scored highly. This could be because (1)

someone who is deaf can gain a sense of the auditory

signal coming from a sound through multimodal cues

(e.g. seeing a door knock) and (2) the participants can

learn about new auditory information by wearing the

wristband over the course of the month that they

participated in this study.

On tests of pattern discrimination, participants could

significantly detect differences between two words that

differed by only a single phoneme (minimal pairs) and

by more than a single phoneme (i.e. non-minimal pairs).

They could detect these differences even in the

absence of duration differences of the vibration patterns.

When looking at correlations between performance

and age, we only found significant results for the sound

identification task. However, the low but insignificant p-

values for the pattern discrimination task and minimum

threshold task suggest that it is possible we will find a

significant effect when testing with a greater number of

participants.

There are several possibilities for the age-

performance correlation. First, previous studies show

significant decreases in vibration thresholds with age

(Verrillo, 1980; Gescheider et al., 1996; Deshpande

et al., 2008). It stands to reason that as the skin loses sen-

sitivity a participant receives less haptic information (be-

cause they cannot feel the weak vibrations) and thus

has more difficulty identifying a sound category that

caused a pattern of vibrations or discriminating two similar

patterns of vibration. A second reason may be that older

participants are worse at learning due to decreased neu-

roplasticity (Kempermann et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2004).

Although decreased learning would not by itself explain

a correlation between age and score on day 0 (which
we did see), it could explain why younger participants

improved faster. Other possible reasons why older partic-

ipants scored worse might be that they had lower atten-

tion (Wright and Elias, 1979; McDowd and Birren, 1990;

Bolton and Staines, 2012), were less familiar with

computer-based tests and games, or had worse two-

point discrimination on the skin (Shimokata and Kuzuya,

1995; Bowden and McNulty, 2013).

Finally, some users ask why we use multiple motors

instead of a single motor. Note that a single motor

would not provide the same performance due to sounds

that are distinguishable only through frequency

components. For instance, the sound categories of

running water, car honk, siren, and phone ring can all

consist of a continuous, equal-amplitude sound.

However, users are able to distinguish between these

categories because of the differences in frequency

components: a car honk is fairly steady, sirens alternate

between frequencies but at a much slower pace than a

phone ring, and running water is spread noisily

throughout the frequencies.

We conclude that a practical, wrist-worn sensory

substitution device with four vibrating motors is capable

of providing enough information to a deaf or hard of

hearing user that they are able to identify sound

categories through patterns of vibrations.

Our next steps are to run studies that quantify

performance over a longer period of time and with a

larger number of participants. Studies over a matter of

months will allow us to assess performance changes

over time and to determine how high performance can

get. Many studies of cochlear implants wait six months

after implantation before running sound identification

tasks and continue to see improvements over years

following implantation (Grant et al., 1999; Reed and

Delhorne, 2005; Shafiro et al., 2015; Strelnikov et al.,

2018). This suggests we might continue to see improve-

ment in performance with the wristband over the course

of years.

Future studies will also investigate the neural

correlates of learning with the wristband. We

hypothesize that deaf participants who use the

wristband will begin to show activation in their auditory

cortex when feeling patterns of vibration on their wrist –

in part because that will be the cortical territory available

for takeover (Finney et al., 2001; Bola et al., 2017;

Eagleman, 2020). A non-exclusive hypothesis is that acti-

vation may be seen in multisensory cortical areas, such

as the caudal auditory belt cortex (Kayser et al., 2005).

Although we cannot have wearers participate in functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with the wristband

(due to magnetic components in the device), we can

either (1) investigate cortical activation with brain imaging

techniques that do not rely on magnetic fields, such as

functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) (Ferrari

and Quaresima, 2012) or (2) create an fMRI-safe version

of the wristband that stimulates sensations on the wrist

without needing magnetic components.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the usefulness

of an inexpensive, self-contained, wrist-worn device for

the sensory substitution of sound.
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